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An integral component of the XDD-360 Technology Suite, 
XDD’s Esquify Workforce Management Platform provides 
review managers with powerful productivity, 
benchmarking and analytics tools to monitor and 
optimize review team performance. Esquify’s patented, 
proprietary technology improves review accuracy, 
enables real-time manager oversight and highlights 
actionable insights to increase document review results.

Enhancing XDD's nationwide Managed Review Services 
offering, Esquify's patented, proprietary technology 
improves review accuracy, enables real-time manager 
oversight and highlights actionable insights to increase 
document review results.

 Patented XDD AI technology delivers real-time, 
cross-task insights and augments XDD Managed 
Review team capabilities to maximize results 

 Productivity tools optimize reviewer work 
productivity to ensure projects are delivered 
accurately, on time and within budget

 Actionable analytics on managed review 
performance, review quality and productivity to 
drive team accountability and efficiency

 Built-in communication and collaboration tools 
to streamline XDD review team communication, 
training and expertise

 XDD review teams are incented W2 attorneys, 
eligible for our XDD 401K program and held 
accountable with Esquify technology 

 Best-in-class hosting, data security and Relativity 
integrated with XDD technology solutions suite

XDD MANAGED REVIEW SERVICES FEATURES

AI Workforce Management Technology 
to Empower Managed Review  

 (6) locations in Chicago, Salt Lake City, Detroit, 
Indianapolis, Miami and Ft. Lauderdale

 Scalable to 600+ seats nationwide

 Bar-licensed, highly-qualified attorneys 

 100% defensible review procedures

 Fully-customizable issue and tagging palettes

 Technology solutions for review efficiencies

 Case and review consultation

 Multi-stage QC process of review decisions

 Dedicated project managers 

 Customized workflow design 

 Reviewers trained /skilled with XDD BlackBar 

 Hands-on management teams 

 Integrated with XDD forensics, processing, 
hosting and production

 Reviewers skilled with kCura Relativity 

To learn more about XDD Managed Review Services 
using Esquify technologies, contact us at 913.362.8662 
or xactdatadiscovery.com/contact/.

ENGAGE WITH XDD ESQUIFY

ESQUIFY WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
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